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1 Introdution

From a general perspetive, it might be enough to onlude that average �rm pro�ts

rise due to trade liberalisation. For an individual �rm however, this onlusion is

unsatisfatory. Also from a politial eonomy perspetive it seems rather important

to understand how di�erent types of liberalisation a�et di�erent �rms di�erently.

Trade liberalisation treaties generally run through several steps of politial nego-

tiation aompanied by advoating and opposing lobby groups. The Dominian

Republi-Central Ameria Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR) is an example where

even within industries lobby groups argued in opposing diretions. On the one hand

the anti-CAFTA assoiation argued that the resulting pro-ompetitive e�et would

harm the textile industry in the US. On the other hand some textile assoiation

supported the agreement and advoated the possibility to enter new markets 'duty-

free'. This shows learly that even within one industry the �rm heterogeneity leads

to supporters and opponents of the free trade agreement.

At the same time trade liberalisation treaties beome more and more di�erentiated.

Tari� barriers beome less important and the redution of non-tari� barriers is in

fous when reduing trade osts. Anderson and van Winoop (2004) broadly de�ne

trade osts and thus potential hannels through whih liberalisation an take plae,

as an ombination of transportation osts, poliy barriers (tari�s and non-tari�

barriers), information osts, ontrat enforement osts, urreny osts, legal osts,

and distribution osts.

This paper brings these two �ndings together by showing that impliations for �rms

ruially di�er depending on the type of trade liberalisation. As suh the paper fo-

uses on the mehanisms of ation in order to understand why di�erent hange a�et

di�erent �rms di�erently. Generally bilateral trade liberalisations an a�et �rms in

two di�erent manners. There is the apparent diret e�et of lower trade osts. This

e�et intuitively should be positive even though the e�et size might di�er ruially

aross �rms. Thus eteris paribus all existing exporters an ompile larger export

pro�ts and some of the before solely domesti �rms will �nd it pro�table to export.

Seondly, as a result of the ost redution e�et �rms also fae a pro-ompetitive

e�et. While the e�et delines pro�ts eteris paribus the magnitude di�ers aross

�rms.

Comparing two of the most important heterogeneous trade models, Melitz (2003)
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and Melitz and Ottaviano (2008), the �rst insight of this paper is that e�ets ru-

ially depend on the assumed demand struture. In the �rst framework all exporters

gain from a marginal bilateral redution in the ieberg trade osts while solely do-

mesti �rms loose. In the seond framework domesti �rms loose but there are

winners and losers in the subset of exporting �rms. Both the most and the least

produtive exporters do not favour suh liberalisations. The e�et on the most pro-

dutive �rms is ruially dependent on the fat that the per unit trade ost redution

is largest for the most produtive �rms. The e�et on the least produtive exporters

is more resistant to the type of trade liberalisation. This is illustrated using the

Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) framework with a modi�ed trade ost assumption. In

line with Melitz and Tre�er (2012) unit trade ost are introdued. The fat that the

per unit trade ost hange by the same amount for all �rms eliminates the negative

overall e�et on the most produtive �rms. however, for the least produtive �rms

the negative pro-ompetitive e�et ontinues to dominate.

This paper is onneted to two strands of trade literature. Despite their advan-

tages as a modelling devie in theoreti work, ieberg trade osts an only ex-

plain one part of the overall trade osts and fails to deliver a omplete piture.

This paper tries to fae the legitimate ritiism expressed by empiri works suh as

Baier and Bergstrand (2001), Hummels and Skiba (2004), or Anderson and van Winoop

(2004) by fousing on the impliit di�erenes between the often used ieberg trade

ost and unit trade ost. Thereby trying to understand the hannels through whih

di�erent liberalisations in�uene the pro�ts of �rms. As suh this paper is part of

the literature disussing variations in �rm performane on the export markets. Kim

(2013) �nds that US �rm whih are more produtive are more likely to lobby in

favour of tari� redutions. Abel-Koh (2013) as well as the online extension of the

paper by Ossa (2011) use models of �rm heterogeneity to explore tari� settings.

This literature is ruially based on the heterogeneous �rm literature setting a stage

by introduing models of �rm heterogeneity

1

. By emphasizing ruial di�erenes in

terms of aross �rm impliations of di�erent types of trade liberalisation this paper

is in line with the work of Shröder and Sørensen (2014). They �nd that welfare ef-

fets of trade liberalisations depend on the type of liberalisation. In their work they

di�erentiate between ieberg trade ost, �xed export ost, ad valorem tari� and a

1

Melitz (2003) probably an be onsidered as the seminal work here. However, other models

suh as Bernard, Eaton, Jensen, and Kortum (2003) emerged around the same time. Overoming

some of the shortomings of the original Melitz framework Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) introdued

a quasilinear quadrati preferene struture in the heterogeneous �rm framework.
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trade liense. As the paper evaluates the e�et aross heterogeneous �rms, it is also

part of a growing number of papers in international poliy eonomy whih try to un-

derstand the di�erent lobbying inentives of �rms within industries. Osgood (2013)

show that within a Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) framework trade liberalisation in

form of ieberg trade osts as well as ad valorem tari�s have di�erent impliations for

�rms within one industry. As suh they explain why within an industry �rms might

take opposing lobbying position when it omes to trade liberalisation. While most

of these studies only ompare ieberg trade osts with ad valorem tari�s this pa-

per fouses on the omparison with unit trade osts. Shröder and Sørensen (2010)

similarly ompare ad valorem with unit taxes in a losed eonomy version of the

Melitz (2003) framework. The following analysis di�ers from their approah by

using quasilinear quadrati preferenes as in Melitz and Ottaviano (2008).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In a �rst step the �rm impli-

ations of marginal and disrete trade liberalisation within the Melitz (2003) model

are revisited. In a seond step the Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) framework is used

to asses how a linear demand struture alters the e�et of trade liberalisation for

�rms. In the following the assumption of ieberg trade ost is replaed by a unit

trade ost assumption. In a �nal step the three frameworks are ompared and the

determinay of the di�erent impliations are evaluated. In the onlusion the paper

sums up the impliations and the mehanism of ation of the two types of trade

liberalisation.

2 The E�et of Trade Liberalisation on Firm Pro�ts

For most of the heterogeneous �rm trade models it holds that trade liberalisation is

assoiated with two e�ets. The diret e�et is some form of trade ost redution. At

the same time this redution auses hanges in the market struture leading to more

ompetitive markets. From an overall perspetive both e�ets are rather positive

onsidering that for most ases tougher ompetition is favourable. However, from a

�rm perspetive these two e�ets have opposing signs. The e�et due to lower trade

ost eteris paribus makes exporting more pro�table. This diret e�et in�uenes

only the pro�ts of exporting �rms. At the same time all �rms have to fae tougher

ompetition whih eteris paribus translates into pro�t losses. Therefore, one an

onlude that the pro-ompetitive e�et implies that purely domesti �rms su�er
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from liberalisation. The overall e�et of liberalisation for exporting �rms as well as

for those whih beome exporters due to liberalisation is not as lear ut.

2.1 CES- Preferenes and Ieberg Trade Cost

This setion is based on the Melitz (2003) framework. Key features of this model are

a two tiered preferene struture. Cobb-Douglas preferenes aross setors and on-

stant elastiity of substitution preferenes aross a ontinuum of di�erentiated goods

within eah setor ,are assumed; where σ > 1 denotes the elastiity of substitution

between any two varieties. In addition to the di�erentiated setors a homogeneous

goods setor is modelled where prodution takes plae under onstant returns to

sale and perfet ompetition. Assuming a one to one mapping between labour

and output of the homogeneous good and using it as as numéraire pins down the

wage to unity. The heterogeneous good setors are assumed to be monopolistially

ompetitive and eah �rm speializes on the prodution of a single horizontally-

di�erentiated variety. Prodution embeds �x ost f and marginal ost c, whih

varies aross �rms.

2

Marginal osts an be interpreted as an inverse measure of the

produtivity of a �rm and thus uniquely spei�es a �rm. As by now standard, it

is assumed that produtivities are Pareto distributed and potential market entrants

an draw their produtivity at a ost fE . For simpliity the analysis is restrited to

a two ountry ase where both ountries are idential. Trade omprises �x ost of

exporting fX as well as ieberg type transport ost τ whih are the same in both

ountries.

Solving the model by setting up the pro�t maximisation of �rms and equating the

osts and expeted bene�ts of entering the market, two marginal ost uto�s an be

derived:

cD =







σ − 1

k − (σ − 1)

f + τ−k
(

fX
f

)

−
k

σ−1
fX

fE







−1/k

cmax ; cX =
cD

τ
(

fX
f

)
1

σ−1

(1)

where cD is the domesti uto� whih identi�es the �rm being indi�erent between

starting domesti prodution and leaving the market. The marginal exporting �rm

is depited by the export uto� cX .

2

Notation wise the marginal ost c is used ompared to Melitz (2003) who uses the produtivity.

This makes later omparison to the other two frameworks easier.
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(a) CES Preferenes,

Ieberg Tradeost

(b) Quasilinear-Quadrati Preferenes,

Ieberg Tradeost

() Quasilinear-Quadrati Preferenes,

Unit Tradeost

Figure 1: Overview on the di�erent e�ets of di�erent types of trade iberalisation
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Trade liberalisations in form of lower ieberg trade osts result in a deline of the

domesti uto� and inrease of the export uto�. While the most unprodutive

solely domesti �rms leave the market, the most produtive solely domesti �rms

start exporting.

The domesti uto� thereby an be interpreted as an inverse measure of ompetition.

A deline due to trade liberalisations thus re�ets the pro-ompetitive e�et.

Pro�ts of a �rm an be written as a funtion of a �rms marginal ost and the

domesti uto�

3

:

πD(c) =

(

(cD

c

)σ−1

− 1

)

f ; πX(c) =
(cD

c

)σ−1

τ 1−σf − fX (2)

π(c)|c<cX =
(cD

c

)σ−1
(

1 + τ 1−σ
)

f − f − fX . (3)

Figure 1a top panel depits pro�ts as a funtion of marginal osts and illustrates

that domesti, export and overall pro�ts rise the more produtive a �rm is. Instead

Figure 2: Pro�ts of a spei� �rm as a funtion of bilateral ieberg trade osts in a

framework with CES-Preferenes.

of illustrating the pro�t distribution aross �rms for a given size of trade ost Figure

2 illustrates pro�ts from a single �rm's perspetive as a funtion of trade ost. For

3

For the remainder of the paper pro�ts always refer to operating pro�ts exluding the sunk up

front �x ost fE .
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rather large trade osts the �rm only supplies the domesti market. If trade osts

are low enough τ ≤ τ ∗c the �rm starts exporting. The upward sloping overall pro�t

line for τ > τ ∗c illustrates what was argued before in a more general manner, solely

domesti �rms lose in terms of overall pro�ts if trade is liberalised. The intuition

thereby is straight forward. The domesti uto� falls, reating �ere ompetition

and in onsequene domesti pro�ts fall. The ost redution e�et only applies for

exporting �rms and thus solely domesti �rms lose. The export pro�t equation

and the overall pro�t equation of an exporting �rm depit the interplay of the pro-

ompetitive e�et (deline in cD) and the ost redution e�et (falling τ) due to trade

liberalisations. Figure 2 depits a �rm for whih, if exporting, the pro-ompetitive

e�et is dominated by the ost redution e�et. In order to show that this holds

true for any exporting �rm a loser look at the derivatives is neessary:

∂πD

∂τ
= −

(σ − 1)ffX

τ

(

fτk
(

fX
f

)
k

σ−1
+ fX

)

(cD

c

)σ−1

< 0 (4)

∂πX

∂τ
=

(

τσ−1fX

f

)

k−(σ−1)
σ−1 (σ − 1)ffX

τ

(

fτk
(

fX
f

) k

σ−1
+ fX

)

(cD

c

)σ−1

> 0 . (5)

It is straight forward that export pro�ts rise when trade is liberalised and thus the

ost redution e�et dominates the pro-ompetitive e�et on the export market.

However, for an exporting �rm not only export pro�ts but overall pro�t and thus

the sum of both e�ets are important.

For an �nite variane of the produtivity distribution it must hold that k > σ − 1.

To ensure seletion into the export market it must hold that τσ−1fX > f . Due

to these parameter restritions it is lear that the e�et on the export pro�ts is

larger in absolute terms than the e�et on domesti pro�ts. The pro-ompetitive

e�et on the domesti and the export market is dominated by the trade redution

e�et on the export market and thus all already exporting �rms bene�t from trade

liberalisations.

Finally, there is the question what happens to pro�ts of those �rms whih start

exporting after trade is liberalised. Considering a marginal trade liberalisation the

answer is unambiguous and illustrated by Figure 1a enter panel. The inrease in

export pro�ts, as a onsequene of trade liberalisation, is larger than the deline

in domesti pro�ts. The marginal exporter gains if trade is liberalised marginally.

Looking at a disrete hange the e�et of trade liberalisation for those �rms whih
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start exporting is ambiguous. While the most produtive of this subset of �rms will

gain, it is possible that the least produtive of the new exporters will lose, in terms

of overall pro�ts. Considering the �rm in Figure 2, a redution of trade osts from

τ1 to τ2 would lead to a situation in whih the �rm starts exporting, however this

would lead to a deline in overall pro�ts.

The pro�t derivatives (4) and (5) also show that the domesti pro�ts fall most in

absolute terms for the most produtive �rms while export pro�ts rise most. Figure

1a enter panel depits this e�et. More expliitly both the pro-ompetitive e�et

as well as the ost redution e�et of trade liberalisations rise along with the �rm's

produtivity.

One an de�ne the pro�t elastiity with respet to trade ost hanges as

∂π
∂τ

τ
π
. The

bottom panel of Figure 1a illustrates this elastiity. Opposite to the absolute hange

the relative hange delines with the �rm's produtivity. This implies that the most

produtive exporters (solely domesti �rms) gain (lose) least in relative terms. As

suh eteris paribus the pro�t distribution aross �rms beomes more equal. Putting

things together the following orollary an be established.

Corollary 2.1 Within a framework with onstant elastiity of substitution prefer-

enes a marginal deline in ieberg trade osts lowers pro�ts of solely domesti �rms

and inreases overall pro�ts of all exporting �rms. Overall pro�ts of the most pro-

dutive exporting �rms inrease most in absolute terms, however, least in relative

terms.

2.2 Quasilinear Quadrati Preferenes and Ieberg Trade Cost

The theoretial framework by Melitz (2003) builds on the assumption of onstant

elastiity of substitution preferenes. This assumption entails two results whih

stand at odds with empirial �ndings. Firstly, the mark-up harged by �rms is the

same aross �rms and independent of the degree of ompetition. Levinsohn (1993)

as well as Feenstra and Weinstein (2010), among several others, show that trade

liberalisation typially inreases ompetition and fores �rms to lower their mark-

ups and pries. The seond result at odds with reality is that the CES demand

struture implies that the market size a�ets only the mass of �rms but not the

within-industry produtivity distribution. Yet, Campbell and Hopenhayn (2005)

present empirial evidene that retail establishments in large markets have higher
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sales and employment. Furthermore, Syverson (2004) �nds that larger markets have

both, a higher average plant size and a higher average produtivity.

These two aveats are aommodated by Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) who depart

from using CES preferenes and assume that onsumer preferenes are quasi-linear

between a homogeneous and a di�erentiated setor with quadrati preferenes aross

varieties within the di�erentiated setor. The prodution tehnology is almost iden-

tial to Melitz (2003). Labour is the only fator of prodution and eah ountry

is endowed with L workers whih also an be referred to as the market size

4

. The

homogeneous good is produed under perfet ompetition and onstant returns to

sale with a unit labour requirement. Choosing the homogeneous good as numéraire

also pins down a unitary wage in eah ountry. The di�erentiated varieties are pro-

dued under onditions of monopolisti ompetition and onstant returns to sale.

In order to enter the di�erentiated setor and to learn its marginal ost draw whih

again is assumed to be Pareto distributed, a �rm must inur a sunk entry ost of fE

units of labour. In ontrast to Melitz (2003), there are no further �xed prodution

osts neither on the domesti nor on the foreign market. The existene of a hoke

prie, due to the quasi linear quadrati preferenes, is su�ient to ensure seletion

into exporting. In analogy to the previous framework the analysis is restrited to a

two ountry ase where trade of the di�erentiated good omprises ieberg transport

osts whih are assumed to be the same independent of the diretion of trade.

Setting up the pro�t maximisation of �rms and imposing the free entry ondition

allows to solve for the domesti and export uto�s

cD =
L

4γ

(

1

1 + τ−k

)
1

k+2
(

γφ

L

)
1

k+2

; cX =
cD

τ
, (6)

whih, due to the symmetry, are the same in both ountries. As in the previous

framework the domesti uto� identi�es the �rm whih is indi�erent between starting

prodution on the domesti market and exiting it. The export uto� identi�es the

�rm whih is indi�erent between starting to export and solely domesti supply. In

line with the previous results, trade liberalisations in form of a ieberg trade ost

redution lowers the domesti uto�, inreasing the ompetition on the market and

foring the least produtive �rms to exit the market while it raises the export uto�.

This enables relatively less produtive �rm to start exporting.

4

In order to allow an easier omparison to the other frameworks and to simplify manners it is

assumed that both ountries have the same size.
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Using the domesti uto� as a measure of the ompetitive pressure on the market

�rm pro�ts an be written as

πD(c) =
L

4γ
[cD − c]2 , πX(c) =

L

4γ
[cD − τc]2 , π(c)|c<cX = πD + πX , (7)

where overall pro�ts are given by the sum of domesti and export pro�ts, if a �rm

also exports, and otherwise are equal to domesti pro�ts. As illustrated in the

upper panel of Figure 1b pro�ts fall the larger the marginal ost. This holds true for

domesti and export pro�ts and in onsequene also for overall pro�ts. Comparing

the pro�t urves to the ones in the Melitz (2003) framework, it beomes lear that

di�erent from their result, even an in�nitely produtive �rm with zero marginal

ost would earn �nite pro�ts. This is a diret result of the quasilinear quadrati

preferenes and the resulting linear demand struture.

Figure 3: Pro�ts of two spei� �rm as a funtion of bilateral ieberg trade osts in

a framework with Quasilinear Quadrati Preferenes. Firm 1 (gray) is the relatively

less produtive �rm.

Considering the e�et of ieberg trade ost redution for a single �rm, Figure 3 shows

that the interplay between the ost redution and the pro-ompetitive is more om-
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pliated. It illustrates two exemplary �rms. Firm 1 (gray) whih is the relatively less

produtive one, starts exporting for τ ≤ τ ∗c1 while �rm 2 (blak) is exporting for any

onsidered transport ost. Considering overall pro�ts in the range of transport osts

where �rm 1 only serves the domesti market illustrates that it again is true that

domesti pro�ts are only a�eted by the pro-ompetitive e�et and in onsequene

solely domesti �rms loose in overall pro�t terms if trade is liberalised.

Considering pro�ts of �rm 1 in the range between τPc1 and τ ∗c1 , shows that overall

pro�ts fall when trade is liberalised within this range, even though the �rm is ex-

porting and thus bene�ts from the transport redution e�et. The transport osts

τPc1 thereby mark the ritial value beneath whih further ost redution implies a

positive e�et on overall pro�ts of �rm 1. In a next step let us onsider the relatively

more produtive �rm 2. Starting out with high transport osts trade liberalisation

inreases overall pro�ts as the derease in domesti pro�t's is overompensated by

the rising export pro�ts. However, as soon as trade osts fall below τNc2 the still rising

export pro�ts fail to ompensate for the domesti losses when trade is liberalised.

Summing things up �rm 2 �nds transport osts of τNc2 optimal while �rm 1 prefers

free trade. The analysis of these two exemplary �rms shows that the e�et of trade

liberalisation has rather di�erent impliations even within the subset of exporting

�rms.

The interplay of the opposing pro-ompetitive and trade ost redution e�et is

illustrated in the export pro�t equation (7). The diret ost redution e�et rises

export pro�ts due to lower ieberg trade osts. The pro-ompetitive e�et, also

present on the export market, is lowering the entry uto� and thus lowering harged

mark-ups and also pro�ts from exporting. Other than for Melitz (2003) there is no

lear dominane of one of the two e�ets. Di�erentiating the pro�t equation with

respet to the ieberg trade ost shows this ambiguity

∂πD

∂τ
=

L

2γ

k

k + 2

cD(cD − c)

τ (1 + τk)
> 0, if c ≤ cD (8)

∂πX

∂τ
=
Lτ

2γ

[

c2 −

(

cX +
k

k + 2

cX

1 + τk

)

c+
k

k + 2

c2X
1 + τk

]

≶ 0, if c ≤ cX . (9)

The e�et of trade liberalisations takes a quadrati form with respet to the �rms

marginal osts. It beomes lear that the export pro�ts of the marginal exporter do

not hange when trade osts are redued marginally. In onsequene, the marginal

exporter faes lower overall export pro�ts if trade is liberalised as the deline in
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domesti pro�ts is not ompensated by rising export pro�ts. This is di�erent to

the Melitz (2003) framework where also the marginal exporter gains from trade

liberalisation both in terms of export and overall pro�ts. Due to the quadrati form

the e�et of trade liberalisation on export pro�ts is positive for an intermediate

range of marginal exporters. However, the most produtive �rms with marginal

ost lose to zero fae a lost in terms of export pro�ts if trade is liberalised.

Putting the argument di�erently it an be shown that for given trade ost there

exist two additional uto�s determining exporting �rms whih are indi�erent be-

tween further marginal trade liberalisation and status quo. As illustrated in Figure

1b three subgroups an be identi�ed within the group of exporters. The least pro-

dutive exporters c ∈ (cτ , cXi), lose in terms of overall pro�ts if trade is liberalized.

Somewhat surprisingly this also holds for the most produtive �rms c ∈ (0, cτ̄ ). Only

the intermediate produtive exporters c ∈ (cτ , cτ̄ ) gain from trade liberalisations in

terms of overall pro�ts. The indi�erene uto�s an be solved expliitly and are

given by:

cτ ,τ̄ =

(

k
(

τk+1 + 2τ + 1
)

+ 2τ
(

τk + 1
))

(

τk

τk+1

)
1

k+2 (γφ
L

)
1

k+2

2(k + 2)τ 2 (τk + 1)

±

√

(

τk

τk+1

)
2

k+2
(

(k (τk+1 + 2τ + 1) + 2τ (τk + 1))2 − 8k(k + 2)τ 2 (τk + 1)
)

(

γφ
L

)
2

k+2

2(k + 2)τ 2 (τk + 1)
.

(10)

In order to understand the eonomi intuition of the e�et of trade liberalisations

on overall pro�ts one needs to understand the e�et on the export pro�ts �rst. The

argument thereby is two folded. One the one hand the more produtive a �rm and

thus the larger the number of produts sold in a market, the larger is the negative

pro-ompetitive e�et of trade liberalisations. This is illustrated in the enter panel

of Figure 1b by the upwards sloping dashed line depiting the hange in domesti

pro�ts. The positive relationship between the produtivity of a �rm and the faed

ompetition e�et is also present on the export market.

On the other hand there is the trade ost redution e�et whih by itself an be

split up in two separate e�ets. The ieberg spei�ation implies that the per unit

ost of an exported good τc hanges by c if trade is liberalised. As suh the per unit

ost redution of trade liberalisation is highest for the least produtive exporters.
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For a possible �rm with zero marginal osts this implies the somewhat strange

result that a trade ost redution has no positive unit ost e�et. At the same

time the quantity sold, dereases with the export produtivity, where the marginal

exporter sells only zero units. For the ost redution e�et this implies a hump

shaped relationship. While the most produtive and the marginal exporter do not

enounter a ost redution e�et (the �rst beause he faes no unit ost redution

the latter beause he sells no units) the medium range realises a ost redution e�et.

Bringing together the ost redution and the pro-ompetitive e�et on the export

market suggests that the gains in terms of export pro�ts inrease starting with a

zero inrease for the marginal exporter. With an inrease in produtivity the ost

redution e�ets �rst dominates the pro-ompetitive e�et, the rising produtivity

results in a stronger pro-ompetitive e�et ausing a deline in the still positive

e�et of trade liberalization. With further inreasing produtivity the positive ost

redution e�et starts to fall and for the most produtive exporters is dominated by

the pro-ompetitive e�et on the foreign market.

Adding the result of the domesti market to this piture allows to understand the

overall e�et. The negative domesti e�et implies that the least produtive export-

ing �rms fae overall pro�t losses when trade is liberalised. The most produtive

�rms lose in terms of overall pro�ts beause domesti pro�ts fall when trade is lib-

eralised and export pro�ts either also fall or rise by a non su�ient amount to over

the domesti pro�t deline. Only the intermediate produtive exporting �rms, for

whih the ost redution e�et is the largest gain, if trade is liberalised.

The bottom panel of Figure 1b illustrates how elasti pro�ts reat to trade liber-

alisations. In line with the �rst framework the relative response in domesti and

export pro�ts to trade liberalisation dereases with the �rms produtivity. How-

ever, in ontrast to the �rst framework export pro�ts fall for the most produtive

�rms. For the domesti pro�t distribution this means an inrease in inequality.

The opposite is true for the export pro�t distribution beause the more produtive

an exporter, the less positive is the e�et of trade liberalisations in relative terms.

The relative hange of overall pro�ts within the subgroup of exporting �rms an be

best desribed as a hump shaped form whih is skewed toward the less produtive

exporters. The medium to relatively less produtive exporting �rms gain most in

relative terms while the most and least produtive �rms lose most in relative terms.
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Corollary 2.2 Within a framework of quasilinear quadrati preferenes only the

intermediate produtive exporting �rms gain from a marginal deline in ieberg trade

osts. Solely domesti �rms as well as overall pro�ts of the most and least produtive

exporting �rms fall. The intermediate to relative less produtive exporting �rms are

also those whih gain most in relative terms.

2.3 Quasilinear Quadrati Preferenes and Unit Trade Cost

The negative e�et of trade liberalisations for the most produtive �rms in the

Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) framework seems to some extent puzzling. In order

to illustrate the limitations of this result it is helpful to onsider a slight modi�-

ation of the disussed framework as used by Melitz and Tre�er (2012). Instead of

using ieberg trade osts, whih assume the same produtivity in the prodution

and the transport proess, simple unit transport osts t are introdued. All other

assumptions are maintained. Pro�t maximisation of �rms thus is almost idential

of ourse di�ering by the modelling of transport ost. Using the fat that as before

the marginal ost uto� has to be equal to the hoke prie in the market, one an

write pro�ts of a �rm as

πD(c) =
L

4γ
[cD − c]2 ; πX(c) =

L

4γ
[cD − c− t]2 ; π(c)|c<cX = πD+πX . (11)

As domesti pro�ts are not diretly a�eted by the modi�ed transport ost assump-

tion they do not di�er ompared to the previous setion apart from the di�erent

underlying uto�. For exporters unit osts now are given by the sum of prodution

and transport ost c + t. In order to ensure seletion into exporting it must hold

that cD > t > 0 or respetively cmax < cX > 0 suh that at least some and not

all �rms serve the export market. This assumption is equivalent to the assumption

that unit trade osts are positive and smaller than the prohibitive prie. The top

panel of Figure 1 illustrates pro�ts aross �rms. Di�erent to the ase of ieberg

trade osts now pro�ts on the domesti and the export market di�er also for the

most produtive �rms. Even more the di�erene between the two markets inreases.

This is beause more produtive �rms export more and thus also overall transport

osts inrease with the produtivity.

Figure 4 illustrates a single �rm perspetive on trade ost. As in the previous two
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Figure 4: Pro�ts of a spei� �rm as a funtion of bilateral unit trade osts in a

framework with Quasilinear Quadrati Preferenes.

frameworks a trade ost redution a�ets �rm pro�ts negatively if a �rm is only

selling on the domesti market (t > t∗c). In a situation where unit trade ost are

suh that a �rm only sells few quantities on the export market tPc < t < t∗c , trade

liberalisations derease overall pro�ts. Thereby tPc marks the ritial size of trade

ost below whih the spei� �rm gains if transport ost are lowered even further.

This is similar to the previous framework with quasilinear preferenes and ieberg

trade ost.

Due to the additive nature of the transport ost it is not possible to solve for the

uto�s expliitly. Imposing the free entry ondition de�nes the domesti uto� in

the following impliit form

ck+2
D + (cD − t)k+2 =

γφ

L
. (12)

The impliit formulation impliates that a deline in trade ost is assoiated with

a deline of the domesti uto� as the hange of the left hand side of the equation

has to be zero whih only an be true if the domesti uto� also falls. Taking into

aount that the export uto� is given as cX = cD− t the impliit formulation of the

domesti uto� also implies that the export uto� has to inrease if trade osts fall.

This seems intuitive as a ost redution should allow also relatively less produtive

�rms the earn pro�ts on the export market.
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Di�erent to the ieberg spei�ation, a trade ost redution has the same unit ost

redution e�et for all exporters. It is thus lear that the ost redution e�et of

trade liberalisation is largest for the exporters selling the most produts on the

foreign market. As suh both the ost redution and the pro-ompetitive e�et on

the export market inreases with the number of sold produts and therefore with

produtivity. The diret ost redution e�et however dominates, resulting in rising

export pro�ts when trade is liberalised. This dominane an be derived using the

impliit uto� ondition (12) and the pro�t equation (11). As argued before the

export uto� falls implying that the hange in the domesti uto� is smaller then

the hange in the unit trade ost. This fat diretly impliates that pro�ts will rise.

The enter panel of Figure 1 depits the inrease in export pro�ts and the deline

in domesti pro�ts if trade is liberalised. The pro�t derivatives with respet to unit

trade osts

∂πD

∂t
=

L

2γ

ck+1
X

ck+1
D + ck+1

X

(cD − c) > 0 if c ≤ cD (13)

∂πX

∂t
=−

L

2γ

ck+1
D

ck+1
D + ck+1

X

(cX − c) < 0 if c ≤ cX (14)

∂π

∂t
=−

L

2γ

(

cDcX
(

ckD − ckX
)

ck+1
D + ck+1

X

−
ck+1
D − ck+1

X

ck+1
D + ck+1

X

c

)

≶ 0 if c ≤ cX , (15)

on�rm this argumentation and also allow to understand the overall e�et. For the

least produtive exporters the pro-ompetitive e�et on both markets dominates

the ost redution e�et on the export market. This e�et is omparable with the

results of delining ieberg trade ost. However, there is no negative e�et of trade

liberalisation for the most produtive �rms, they atually gain most in absolute

terms. The �rm produing with marginal ost of cT =
cXcD(ck

D
−ck

X
)

ck+1
D

−ck+1
X

an be identi�ed

as the exporter who is indi�erent if trade is liberalised marginally.

Similar to the previous two frameworks export and domesti pro�ts of the most

produtive �rms hange the least in relative terms if trade is liberalised, illustrated

in the bottom panel of Figure 1. In turn, overall pro�ts rise most in relative terms

for the most produtive �rms. At the same time the least produtive exporting �rms

lose most within the subgroup of exporters and the least produtive domesti �rms

lose most in relative terms. As suh the pro�t inequality aross �rms inreases for

both the subset of exporting �rms as well as aross all �rms.
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Corollary 2.3 Within a framework of quasilinear quadrati preferenes only the

most produtive exporting �rms gain from a marginal redution in unit trade osts.

Solely domesti �rms as well as the least produtive exporting �rms lose in terms of

overall pro�ts. In relative terms the most produtive �rm gain most while the least

produtive �rms lose most ausing a eteris paribus inrease in inequality between

�rm pro�ts.

3 Comparison of the Three Frameworks

Before omparing the impliations of the presented frameworks it is important to

one again emphasise the models' di�erenes in terms of underlying assumptions.

The two main di�erenes are within the assumed preferene struture of individuals

and the ost struture of �rms. The �rst framework uses a two tier CES-preferene

struture. Consequently, demand is isoelasti. This spei�ation implies that there

exists a positive demand independent of the prie. As suh there is no natural

seletion into exporting. Furthermore, an isoelasti demand struture implies an

in�nite demand if pries onverge towards zero. In the seond and third framework

quasilinear quadrati preferenes and in onsequene a linear demand struture is

assumed. Key features are a prohibitive prie and a �nite demand even if pries are

zero. This itself ensures seletion into exporting if trade osts are positive. Thus, in

the seond and third framework, other than in the �rst framework, one an drops

�x osts.

Trade osts are modelled in the ieberg-type fashion in the �rst two frameworks. The

idea is that τ > 1 units of goods have to be shipped in order to sell one unit on the

export market. This assumption implies that �rms are as produtive in the good

prodution as in the trading proess. In onsequene, the most produtive �rms

also pay the lowest unit transport osts and in the limit an in�nitely produtive

�rm pays zero unit transport osts. In the third framework unit transport osts are

used. implying that eah produt exported auses trade ost of t > 0. As suh all

�rms are equally produtive in the trading proess.

The assumption of quasilinear quadrati preferenes implies that even for a �rm

with zero marginal osts pro�ts are �nite, while the isoelasti demand struture

resulting from the CES-Preferenes implies in�nite demand and pro�ts, if marginal
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osts are zero. The ieberg ost assumption and a linear demand struture leads

to a delining di�erene between domesti and export pro�ts the more produtive

a �rm. For a �rm with zero marginal osts this means idential pro�ts on both

markets. The unit trade ost assumption alters this result. Contrary the di�erene

between the domesti and the foreign pro�t inreases with the produtivity of �rms.

The same holds true for the CES-framwork. This is the ase beause a �rm's overall

trade ost rises with produtivity. Overall trade osts fall as the deline of unit trade

osts is overthrown by the even more rising demand. This again is a result of the

isoelasti demand struture.

The e�et of trade liberalisation on domesti pro�ts is the same, independent of the

preferene and ost assumption. Domesti pro�ts fall due to the pro-ompetitive

e�et. While within the subset of solely domesti the most produtive �rms lose

most in absolute terms they lose the least in relative terms.

The CES-Preferene struture implies that exporters gain if trade is liberalised.

While the most produtive ones gain most in absolute terms they gain least in

relative terms. The use of quasilinear quadrati preferenes reveals two di�erent

e�ets. Trade ost redutions are negative for the least and the most produtive

�rms. While the �rst e�et is independent of the trade ost assumption the seond

is aused by the ieberg trade ost assumption.

The negative e�et for the most produtive �rms is due to the ieberg typ trade

ost assumption. A redution of ieberg trade ost implies the smallest unit ost

hange for the most produtive �rms. If the hange in sold quantities is �nite when

trade ost are hanged marginally there exist a range of the most produtive �rms

for whih the ost redution e�et is dominated by the pro-ompetitive e�et. The

isoelasti demand oneals this e�et in the CES framework. If the marginal osts

onverge to zero on the one hand the unit ost redution e�et of trade liberalisation

onverges to zero. On the other hand isoelasti demand implies that the exported

quantities onverge to in�nity. In total, the quantity e�et dominates, implying that

the ost redution e�et onverges towards in�nity and thus also the e�et of trade

liberalisation is positive.

The negative e�et of trade liberalisations for the subset of low produtive export-

ing �rms an be explained by the relative small signi�ane of the export pro�ts

for overall pro�ts. While the ost redution e�et and the inrease in export pro�ts

is relatively small, beause only few quantities are sold the losses on the domesti

market due to the pro-ompetition e�et are large, beause relatively many quanti-
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ties are sold domestially. This negative e�et for the least produtive exporters is

not present in the CES framework. The reason for this result an be found in the

assumption on export �x osts. The seletion into exporting ondition implies that

�x osts are at suh a height that even for the marginal exporter the export pro�t

gains from trade liberalization overompensate the losses on the domesti market.

The relative hange in pro�ts due to trade liberalisations do not ruially di�er aross

the three frameworks if one ompares the e�et on the two markets separately. While

the relative e�et on domesti pro�ts is negative and largest for the least produtive

�rms it is positive for export pro�ts and also largest for the least produtive �rms.

Only in the seond framework the most produtive exporting �rms fae a negative

e�et whih is largest for the most produtive �rms.

The relative e�et of trade liberalisations on overall pro�ts of exporting �rm di�ers

however ruially aross frameworks. With CES- preferenes the least produtive

exporters gain most. In omplete opposite with quadrati preferenes and unit

trade ost the most produtive exporters gain most while the least produtive even

lose if trade is liberalised. In the seond framework the relative e�et is more

ompliated. In the subset of relatively produtive exporters the most produtive

ones lose most. Within the subset of least produtive exporters the least produtive

ones lose most. Only the group of intermediate produtive exporter gain if trade is

liberalised marginally.

4 Conlusion

Most of the results were already disussed in the previous setion. As suh the

onlusion will only give a rather short overview and onentrate on the impliations

for the politial eonomy and possible further researh.

Domesti �rms lose from marginal trade liberalisation for both preferene strutures

and both types of trade ost redution. The reason for this is that the domesti

market is only a�eted by the pro-ompetition e�et. As suh this argument is true

for domesti pro�ts in general.

The e�et of trade liberalisation on exporting pro�ts and in partiular on overall

pro�ts ruially depends on both the assumed demand struture and the type of

trade ost deline. Two striking e�ets an be identi�ed.

The �rst e�et is a negative e�et of liberalisation for the relatively small exporters,
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beause for those the negative pro-ompetitive e�et is relatively large. This is true

for both types of trade liberalisation. In the �rst framework where the seletion

into exporting ondition implied positive �x osts this e�et is not present as the

imposed size of �x osts implies that there is no suh subset of relative unprodutive

exports.

The seond e�et is that the subgroup of most produtive exporters opposes trade

liberalisations. This an be linked to the ieberg trade ost spei�ation and their

tide onnetion to the �rms marginal osts. The result does not hold for unit trade

ost. In addition in a CES framework the isoelasti demand struture implies an

opposing and dominating e�et whih is why in the Melitz (2003) framework this

e�et of ieberg trade liberalisations is not visible.

From a politial eonomy perspetive this demonstrates the theoretial importane

of di�erentiation between di�erent types of liberalisation. Therefore, the di�erent

mehanisms through whih per unit trade ost, per value trade ost, per marginal

ost trade ost and �x osts a�et �rms' osts and onsequently pro�ts need to be

understood . Knowing the mehanism helps to understand why di�erent �rms prefer

or oppose di�erent types of trade liberalisations. At the same time this analysis is

limited to the extent that for most part only marginal trade liberalisations are

onsidered. Even though this helps when evaluating disreet hanges due to trade

liberalisations it misses out some aspets. As suh this paper an be understood as

an indiation that when trying to understand �rms lobbying as a onsequene of a

free trade treaty it is important to di�erentiate between the di�erent hannels in

order to understand why a spei� �rm supports or opposes.

Within this paper it seems important to add a setion on per value trade osts (ad

valorem tari�s) as well as on the e�et of hanges in the export �x osts. This would

add two other main types of trade osts and as suh enhane the understanding of

the di�erentiated e�et of trade liberalisation on �rms. However, this omes with

osts in terms of algebrai solvability.

As the impliations for �rms are rather di�erent it is important to understand both,

whih types of trade ost are relevant and to whih extend. Furthermore, it is impor-

tant to empirially evaluate whih �rms on the one hand lobby in favour or against

trade liberalisation and on the other hand atually pro�t from trade liberalisation.

Both questions need further investigation and thus should be onsidered for further

researh.
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